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O'Reilly Media, Inc, USA. Paperback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, GDB Pocket Reference,
Arnold Robbins, Many Linux and Unix developers are familiar with the GNU debugger (GBD), the
invaluable open source tool for testing, fixing, and retesting software. And since GDB can be ported
to Windows, Microsoft developers and others who use this platform can also take advantage of this
amazing free software that allows you to see exactly what's going on inside of a program as it's
executing. This new pocket guide gives you a convenient quick reference for using the debugger
with several different programming languages, including C, C++, Java, Fortran and Assembly. The
GNU debugger is the most useful tool during the testing phase of the software development cycle
because it helps you catch bugs in the act. You can see what a program was doing at the moment it
crashed, and then readily pinpoint and correct problem code. With the GDB Pocket Reference on
hand, the process is quick and painless. The book covers the essentials of using GBD is a testing
environment, including how to specify a target for debugging and how to make a program stop on
specified conditions. This handy guide also provides...
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This pdf might be really worth a go through, and far better than other. It can be packed with wisdom and knowledge Its been written in an exceedingly
straightforward way and is particularly only soon after i finished reading through this pdf by which basically changed me, modify the way in my opinion.
-- Ea r nestine B la nda-- Ea r nestine B la nda

This published pdf is fantastic. It really is rally fascinating throgh studying time period. I am just very happy to inform you that this is actually the greatest
publication i actually have read within my own lifestyle and could be he best ebook for actually.
-- Noem ie Hya tt-- Noem ie Hya tt
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